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When you take your last breath, will you look back and smile deeply? Or will you look back and
wish you had lived differently?If that moment were your very next breath instead of your last,
would your answer change?In Chasm, Bob shares his improbable life journey from tormented
child, tragedy, and inmate in one of the world’s toughest prisons to his transcendence into
wholeness. He shares his deepest struggles, dead ends, achievements, and messy
transformation into a being more peaceful and aligned than he ever imagined. Along the way,
you may find yourself inspired to cross your own chasm and become more fully alive.Is there
really anything more important?
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OpenChasm (noun): a profound difference between two situations.Dedicated to my son,
Collin.May you fully experience your journey, practice the artof being fully alive, and reveal the
beautiful sculpture that lies within you.Thank you for giving me the amazing gift of beinga father.
My life is immensely richer with you in it.I love you like only a parent can love their
child:unconditionally.Love, DadHeartfeltAppreciationMom, as I wrote this book, I came to
appreciate you so much more. To say I wasn’t an easy kid would be the understatement of a
lifetime. You were always there for me, especially in my darkest moments. As a father now, I
deeply appreciate what it means to be there for your child. You are the model of unconditional
love.Thank you for the greatest gift and lesson in life.Love, BobJuly 26, 2019Looking intothe
ChasmAs I open my eyes and look at my phone laying innocently on the nightstand, a part of me
is praying it’s not morning yet. It’s 4:30 a.m., July 26, 2019. Ugh! It’s my fifty-fourth birthday today.
Fifty-four…it’s not supposed to be any special birthday. It doesn’t end in a zero or five. You know,
those birthdays that you allow yourself to make a big deal over? Yet, this birthday is a big one,
the beginning of the test of my transformation.I seldom remember my dreams, if I even have any.
But last night’s dream comes rushing back in high definition. It’s so clear and vivid that I start to
wonder if it was a dream or a memory of an actual event.I was sitting in a trendy and crowded
restaurant in the city by myself. I noticed an old girlfriend walking toward the restroom. We hadn’t
communicated in years. She looked young and beautiful, more beautiful than I remembered. She
smiled when she looked over and saw me. The kind of genuine and deep smile that says, Hello,
it’s great to see you, and the other person instantly knows it’s true. I stood up, and we walked
toward each other. She was perfectly dressed. I was completely naked.What? I am completely
naked!We embraced and had this beautiful conversation. My nakedness seemed utterly natural.
Neither she nor anyone in the restaurant appeared to notice. Huh? We spoke of change and
enlightenment, knowing that we had evolved since our fiery end. It was the kind of breakup
caused by two people so laden with tragic, unhealed pasts that they can’t help but let the pain
dominate every relationship, especially their intimate ones. In our conversation, it was evident
that we had both overcome the very pasts that derailed us. We spoke of life, lessons, and the
journeys we’d taken since the last time we had yelled at each other with words we didn’t really
mean.As I lay in bed, memories of the past rolled through my mind like a highlight reel. I imagine
this reel plays before we die—all the memories, people, places, and experiences. I saw the



beautiful, high, low, and utterly tragic moments. Seeing everything edited together, I thought,
Wow, it’s been a journey. I am glad to be here. It’s a miracle I am still alive.This book is me
standing naked in a crowded restaurant, sharing my story as authentically as possible, and
hopefully giving something back for all that I stole.—BobIntroduction“It is not the critic who
counts; not the man who points out how the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of deeds
could have done them better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose
face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short
again and again, because there is no effort without error and shortcoming; but who does actually
strive to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself
in a worthy cause; who at best knows, in the end, the triumph of high achievement, and who at
the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never be with those
cold and timid souls who neither know victory nor defeat.”–Theodore Roosevelt,
1910Somewhere deep inside me, something was always missing. I felt a constant void and yet
could never really figure out what it was.Was I just plain broken? Was it that I wasn’t good
enough? That I hadn’t accomplished enough? That I wasn’t loved enough? Maybe the next
“thing” was going to make me feel complete. But the next thing didn’t complete me. Nor did the
next or the next.The ironic part is that uneasy feeling has been my greatest motivator and source
of most significant discomfort. It’s led me to the depths of darkness and onto the podium and
back more than once. It even took me to the edge of existence a few times and dared me to
jump. My deep need to find what was missing was always there, and simultaneously, I heard
another voice that told me to just give up. The friction has been both motivating and
exhausting.My journey took some wildly unexpected twists and turns. I’m glad to say that with a
lot of curiosity, brutal honesty, and relentless work, I finally found what I was looking for. Ironically,
it’s way better than I ever imagined, yet not at all what I expected.When I felt the calling to write
this book, my sole purpose was to tell my story and possibly help or even inspire others. Maybe
save some suffering. To give something back for all that I stole. You’ve traveled your own journey,
but I hope you can see yourself at some points along mine. I decided to share my deepest
moments of uncertainty in life itself: the fear, tragedy, shame, success, and transformation, to
name a few. Share so that you see that it is possible. It’s possible to resolve that subtle but
constant ache that tells you something is missing. That life shouldn’t be this way.Come along on
my journey. Maybe it will help you find what you have been searching for.1In a MomentThe
morning my entire life changed, I knew something was different. From the moment I woke up,
something felt off—really off.My eyes were crusty, and my eyelids opened sluggishly. Everything
seemed under a fog of sedation. My body was heavy and hurt everywhere. Opening my eyes
took real effort. What I didn’t know at the time is my subconscious was holding onto the last
seconds of peace before any shred of innocence that remained in my life vanished.I looked at
the television that jutted from the wall in this unfamiliar room and saw a news reporter out on a
country road somewhere, reporting on what looked like a bad wreck. They showed a car,
completely smashed up and cut open. It looked something like my car. I noticed a white sheet on



the ground next to the car—the kind used to cover dead bodies. The camera showed flashing
lights and chalk marking different details around the crash. I could see what looked like
investigators all around. It seemed like I was part of this but didn’t know why.I went to rub my
face, and as I began to move my arm, it quickly stopped with the clanky sound of a heavy metal
chain. It was only then that I felt a cold piece of steel around my wrist. As I moved to look, I
realized I couldn’t move my neck. Out of the corner of my eye, I saw what was holding my wrist:
handcuffs.An unfamiliar man’s voice right next to me said, “Look who woke up.” He had a
noticeably sarcastic tone, one that sounded quite irritated with me.Why is there a police officer
sitting next to me, and why am I in this strange bed?Why am I handcuffed to the bed rail?Why
can’t I move my neck?What does this news story have to do with this?To say the whole thing
was overwhelming would be an understatement. My body felt all banged up. My neck was in a
brace, and I couldn’t move my head. Handcuffs restrained me to the bed, and a police officer
was sitting in a chair next to me.I’d had better mornings.The officer said, “Look, killer, you’re
famous!”I looked back at the TV, and my picture was on the screen while an investigator gave a
statement. What the hell is going on? I asked myself.Over the next few minutes, the officer filled
me in on the details of the past few days. I learned that I had caused a horrific car crash, killed
two people, and was in the hospital under police custody. The State’s Attorney was about to
indict me on two counts of second-degree murder.Am I going to wake up soon? It’s just a
nightmare…right?It turns out it was a nightmare but not one you ever wake up from.The evening
before had begun like many others. I recently arrived in Orlando to start Navy Nuclear Power
school and went out for a few drinks with my friend Mike. We decided to go to another bar at
some point, so we jumped into my car and headed on our way. As I crossed the road to enter the
parking lot of our destination on the other side, I felt the impact of another vehicle. Before I could
register what was happening, a woman jumped out and started screaming at me. I panicked and
hit the gas, driving away from her screaming and the scene of the minor accident. It wasn’t long
before I realized what a stupid move that was. Mike and I agreed that this was going to be a
mess for our Navy careers. So, we came up with a “brilliant” plan to ditch the car and claim it
stolen. No one would ever have to know!I was speeding along on a back road when I saw what
looked like police lights behind us, approaching in the distance. Instead of taking responsibility
for leaving the minor accident and pulling over, I further escalated the situation by speeding up.
And that’s the last thing I remember.From accounts of the accident, I was traveling well over 100
miles an hour when I lost control of the car, struck an oncoming vehicle, and flipped multiple
times. Mike was ejected from the car and died. The oncoming driver, an unsuspecting woman
driving home alone, was killed on impact. I somehow survived the accident with a fractured neck
and a lot of bruises and abrasions.In a moment’s time, I became the devil.Back in the hospital
bed, still handcuffed and in pain, my mother came walking into the room. I immediately saw the
look on her face and the tears in her eyes, which confirmed that this was all too real. I wasn’t
dreaming.It’s been more than thirty years since that day, but I still remember the feelings
coursing through me: disbelief, horror, massive regret, shock, pain, disappointment, and on and



on. Humans are capable of so much, but this seemed like too much. In ten minutes, I went from
being asleep to learning I killed two innocent people in a display of utter stupidity and
irresponsibility. On top of that, I was lying in a hospital bed under police custody.As the story of
the crash, my medical condition, and the details of my criminal charges began to unfold over the
next few hours, I realized my life as a twenty-year-old had changed forever. I didn’t get to be sad
or hurt. I was a monster in both the world’s eyes and my own.In those first few hours, I genuinely
wished I’d died in the accident. I would have eagerly traded my life for those I’d just ended. At the
very least, I wished I had joined them.I stayed in the hospital for most of the week and was
released from the hospital on bail. My mom had returned home to Connecticut, and a friend
picked me up to take me back to the base.He told me the military police had come to clear out
all my things, and I was now living in temporary barracks. It was the place all misfits stayed while
the Navy figured out what to do with unfit sailors.In the days that followed, I hobbled around with
my physical and mental wounds. Sleep was scarce, and when I did fall asleep, it wasn’t long
before the horror of the accident would overwhelm me. Many times, I would wake up sweating
and screaming in the middle of the night. My roommates all asked to be transferred to another
room, so they could sleep.I was indicted on second-degree murder charges, leaving the scene
of an accident and fleeing and eluding a police officer. It was the first time the State of Florida
sought murder charges due to a vehicular death, but they said my behavior of leaving the scene
of the minor accident and running from the police warranted it. At the time, second-degree
murder carried a mandatory sentence of twenty-five years, so I was facing a minimum of fifty
years in prison. While I’d had a couple of drinks that night, my blood alcohol level was
inadmissible because I received blood in the emergency room. The State contended that the
alcohol didn’t contribute to the accident anyway because I needed to be cognizant for second-
degree murder charges to stick.Over the next six months, my case moved through the legal
system. Finally, the state attorney and my lawyer came to a plea agreement for two counts of
culpable negligence manslaughter. I accepted the plea bargain, and we prepared for sentencing.
Under the Florida Sentencing Guidelines, the judge was to sentence me to seven to twelve
years in prison. The Navy maintained their right to try me in military court if they deemed the
civilian punishment inadequate.My attorney hired an expert to write a proposal on alternative
sentencing that presented the argument that prison had little benefit to society or me and that I
was unlikely to commit another crime. It sounded great, and I was hopeful, but my attorney
cautioned me to prepare for prison.Feeling completely unprepared to be an inmate, I decided I
needed to learn how to defend myself. I went to a local boxing gym and told the owner I was
headed to prison. Joe, the owner, had heard of my accident and agreed to teach me some
things that might help me defend myself, maybe even save my life.A few weeks before my
sentencing, I went by the gym for my last session. In the middle of the lesson, Joe grabbed my
balls with his left hand and my throat with his right and drove me into the padded wall with what
felt like all his strength. As I stood, pinned and stunned, he told me, “You ain’t going to be the
biggest or the toughest in there, and when it comes right down to it, fuck the fancy shit. Grab his



balls and his throat, and find something really hard to smash his skull against until his brains are
on the Goddamn ground.” The lesson was duly noted, and I felt slightly more prepared for what
was ahead of me. It turns out Joe’s lesson was one I’d need.My dad had been diagnosed with
bladder cancer and was having his bladder removed in Boston. The court allowed me to travel to
be with him during his ten-hour surgery. He came through surgery well, and after a few days of
visiting, I returned to Florida for an extended stay. “The end of the line,” you might say.The base
had a center for alcohol education, and they assigned me to work there once my body recovered
enough. The women who worked there accepted me with open arms. We talked about all kinds
of things, and before long, I began attending AA and NA. I went to a few meetings a week, got a
sponsor, and worked the twelve steps.I learned the serenity prayer and have recited it to myself
almost every day since.“God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the
courage to change the things that I can, and the wisdom to know the difference.”I went to some
tough AA meetings, and the stories of repeated struggle and absolute self-destruction stuck with
me. I saw with my own eyes where my path could lead if things didn’t change.A couple of times, I
seriously debated jumping bail and running off to Mexico and staying on the run for the rest of
my life. One night, I called my mom and told her I was splitting, but she talked some sense into
me. She convinced me to stay and do what was right. I knew I had to do my time, but a part of
me really wanted to run away.On sentencing day, I dressed in my suit and prepared myself as
much as I could. My parents were both there to support me throughout the hearing. The term
“dead man walking” best describes what it felt like. Once again, I knew that I would not return to
life as I currently knew it. I packed the few things I had in my Navy duffle bag, realizing it was
likely I wouldn’t see any of this stuff soon, or ever. Prison loomed. No part of me was sure of what
was to come or if I would even survive it.We all stood as the judge entered and began my
sentencing hearing. Mike’s wife, the family of Karen, the woman I killed, MADD, my alternative
sentencing expert, and several others spoke—as did I.Mike’s wife spoke of loss and pain.
Karen’s family spoke of the senseless tragedy of their loss. Her son wanted me to pay for his
suffering and suggested that I never be released. While it was difficult to hear, I fully understood
and imagined I would have felt similar in his situation. I would have traded my life instantly if I
could bring them back, but that doesn’t mean a damn thing. Nothing I could do or say could
undo the pain and suffering I caused, so I sat attentively and felt their pain as much as I could. I
felt the need to suffer, like I needed to carry all the pain in the room inside me. It was my burden
to bear, my responsibility to feel it all.The gravity of the situation converged in that room on that
day—the crash, the tragedy, and the suffering. The suffering in everyone and my shame were my
responsibility, my cross to bear. That day I began to embrace everything I stole. That day I began
to embrace that every moment of my journey is my responsibility. No excuses.A representative of
MADD spoke. The state was intent on proving that alcohol wasn’t the cause in charging me with
second-degree murder, so it wasn’t obvious to me why she was speaking. Her pain was
perfectly clear. In 1985, MADD was a force to be reckoned with, and I was in no position to argue
about anything.Our alternative sentencing expert gave his report on the effectiveness of



probation and rehabilitation. It was evident that there wasn’t much support for this idea, even
though it had a solid foundation.The judge asked me if I had anything to say before he
sentenced me. A part of me wanted to jump out the nearest window, but I stood and spoke. I
acknowledged the recklessness of my actions and apologized directly to the families and to the
court. I wished more than anything I could take away the pain and anguish the families felt, both
for them and because that was the hardest thing for me to experience. Of course, I couldn’t. It
didn’t feel like I could convey the depth of my regret and remorse, and even if I could have, it
really wouldn’t have mattered. I did what I did, and nothing I could say would change that. There
would never be a chance to undo the tragedy. In that moment, I came to truly understand what
total responsibility for your actions is. The perpetrator is the doer of the deed, no place for denial
and blame. When I finished speaking, I sat down, feeling even more ashamed, embarrassed,
and broken. In that moment, I remember thinking there wasn’t much the court or anyone could
do to make me feel any worse about myself and my actions. Once again, the pressure of life
seemed to be pressing me beyond breaking, but breaking wasn’t an option.Human capacity is
immense. When given no real choice, we either handle it, kill ourselves, or go insane. In my most
intense life moments, I’ve forged into something stronger because there was no alternative.
Having no escape required me to handle what life presented, and I did my best to do it honestly.
When forging a steel blade, you repeatedly hammer the hot blade, and the metal yields and gets
stronger. Hopefully, you don’t shatter it in the process.After some time, the judge ordered me to
stand again. He looked at me and said a few things I don’t remember, then delivered the news
that sealed the next leg of my journey. He said, “I hereby sentence you to twelve years, the
maximum allowable under the Florida State Guidelines and hereby remand you to the Florida
Department of Corrections. Bailiffs, please remove him from my court.”I stood there frozen. A
part of me had been desperately clinging to the delusion that the judge wouldn’t send me to
prison. No part of me had accepted that I would get twelve years; at that point, more than half of
the years I’d been alive. As the bailiff opened the cuffs, I held out my hands and surrendered my
freedom.The officer led me to a small cell off the courtroom. I noticed a bare mattress and a
toilet bowl. He slid the metal bars shut and told me to remove my shoelaces, belt, and tie and
give them to him. “Huh?” I mumbled.Turns out suicide in the early hours is pretty likely. They take
the obvious implements to keep you from hanging yourself in the aftermath of sentencing.Sitting
in the small cell by myself, I tried to adsorb the reality of what had just happened and that I was
now on suicide watch. Rational people knew that someone in my position was likely to decide
that hanging themselves with shoelaces or a sheet was the best option. I kept thinking, Twelve
years? Holy shit. I’d be lucky to be out before I was thirty. I’d be lucky to get out at all.I sat on that
bunk thinking, What’s the point of living at all? I couldn’t come up with a single reason. I mean, I
had just caused the death of two people, bore witness to the immense suffering it left behind,
and been deemed unworthy of the privilege of living freely in society. Cerebrally, I had a strong
case for life being pointless, but something inside me knew that I must go on. I guess that’s why
they took everything I had; it was a shaky ledge I was teetering on.The hours I sat in that cell



were my initiation into being completely on my own. It was eerily quiet, and I was there with only
me. I was now an inmate and about to enter an unknown world with no support or anyone to lean
on. What remained of the little boy inside me waved goodbye.After a few hours, guards came
and transported me to Orange County Correction Center, where I was processed. They took
new mug shots, fingerprints, and all the other inmate intake procedures.I traded what remained
of my street clothes for an Orange County Jail jumpsuit, and they put me in a holding cell with
twenty or thirty others. It was dinner time, and I got a tray and found an empty bunk. It wasn’t
long before someone pointed to the television and said, “Holy shit! That’s you, brother. You got
real time!”The top story on the evening news featured my sentencing, and after they showed
some of the victims’ families testifying, they cut to my parents, sitting hunched over, holding
each other and crying together. They had just heard my sentence read, and the bailiffs were
leading me away. If I thought I’d hit rock bottom before, this was an entirely new depth of my
personal hell. I had never seen anything like it. I had completely broken my parents. I didn’t think
I could sink much lower, but that helped me find new depths of darkness.I was in the county jail
for a week or so while I waited for transport to the Florida Department of Corrections. People
came and went, but I just waited. In retrospect, County Jail is a joke. I would eat my three meals,
lay on my bed, and watch soap operas.One afternoon, a guard told me that the Florida
Department of Corrections would be picking me up in the morning. I didn’t sleep that night, or
much for the next few months, or years. I laid in my bunk thinking about what prison would be like
and how I would fare. At that point, I had no idea what to expect and imagined the worst.In the
morning, I was led to a holding cell and told to change into another jumpsuit. After I put it on, the
guards began the process of constraining a human who needs to be removed from society. I was
chained at the waist and cuffed to the chains with shackles around my ankles. When the process
was over, I completely understood what a caged animal feels like with nowhere to go and no
hope for escape. My complete lack of physical control included my total mental submission—all
hope lost.At some point, guards came to get me, and I became a ward of the Florida
Department of Corrections. I was led to a seat on the bus and handcuffed to the seat. We began
the long ride, only stopping to pick up others also destined for prison.You have probably never
noticed the Department of Corrections buses on the highway, but now, I notice them all. They are
often BlueBird buses with expanded metal sheets welded inside the windows. Inside sit the
people bound to serve their time. In the front, there is a driver and a guard with a shotgun.With
my five days served in the hospital and ten days in county jail, I was down to 4,364 days and a
wake-up before I’d be free to walk down the street on my own again.2Into This World,We’re
ThrownI stood in a small hallway with tears running down my face, my body stinging from being
pushed around. I couldn’t hear anything. My head throbbed after slamming into the door frame,
which was making it harder to concentrate. I knew he was screaming something, but I couldn’t
understand a word. My shame was overwhelming, and for the first time in my very young life, I
just wanted to die. I wished someone or something would make it all stop. But it didn’t.I was six
years old, standing in the hallway of our small house on Beech Road in Bloomfield, Connecticut.



It was the early morning of a school day, and things had gone really wrong.Mom had already left
for work, and Dad was using our one bathroom. I really had to go, but I already knew that you
don’t bother Dad when he is in the bathroom. Unfortunately, I couldn’t hold it anymore. I knocked
on the door and said I really had to use the bathroom. He yelled out that he was busy and to
wait.A few minutes went by, and I knocked again and got the same reply, just a little louder and
more agitated.I waited until I lost the fight with my bowels and pooped in my pants. I knew this
wasn’t going to be good. It wasn’t.When he finally came out, the smell was obvious, as was the
look on my face. He erupted! At 6´6˝ and 275 lb. or so, my giant of a father exploded. He began
to scream at me, insults and obscenities pouring out of his mouth. His anger continued to
escalate until he shoved me hard, and I fell backward. My head smacked into the bedroom door
frame, and the pain was instant. He went on about how I was a little baby because I couldn’t hold
my poop. In my little body and young mind, it was overwhelming. He was so mad, I literally
thought he might kill me. At one point, during his rageful rant, he grabbed my arm and yanked
me up from the floor. I was crying, which, of course, was met with the standard phrase I would
come to know well: “Stop crying, or I’ll smack those fucking tears off your face!” He made good
on that promise, but my stinging cheeks only multiplied my tears. I am not sure how long this
lasted, but it felt like an eternity.When the school bus drove by the house, he lost it again. Now,
he would have to take me to school, and he let me know how inconvenient this would be. At
some point, he calmed down enough to tell me to clean my “diaper” and get ready to go to
school.On the way to school, he dropped the real bomb. He said he was going to come in with
me and tell my kindergarten class that I was a “poopy boy.” That I was late to school because I
wasn’t potty trained yet. He said it multiple times, and as we pulled into the school, I actually
wanted to die. I was shaking, sweating, and a mess. He walked into school with me, and we went
to the front office to excuse my tardiness. The woman behind the counter looked at me, and with
what seemed like sympathy or concern in her voice, told me to go on to class. My father took his
cue from her and left. To my relief, he didn’t go through with his threat of coming to my class and
exposing me.I spent the rest of the school day in my own world. I didn’t want to be in school, and
I surely didn’t want to go home. If I had been older, I probably never would have gone home.
Every few minutes, I would touch the bruises on the back of my head, my body, and my face to
see if it really happened. Unfortunately, they were real, and it did. As the clock ticked on, I got
more terrified at the thought of going home.When I got home that afternoon, my father was
already there, still fired up about the morning’s events. He immediately started in on me, saying
he did me a favor by not coming to class. I knew that the woman at the counter hadn’t really left
him that choice. He told me, “If you tell your mother, you’ll regret it,” and I knew he meant it. I
already knew that what happened between my dad and me stayed between us, which would
remain the case throughout my childhood regardless of what he did to me.My early years were
dominated by a father who had his own issues. From time to time, his inability to cope with his
own situation resulted in him taking it out on me. My response was most often to ask myself,
Why doesn’t he love me? Even more damaging: What’s wrong with me?I didn’t have anyone to



talk to about this, so, like many boys from my generation, I just internalized it and moved on. That
was the lesson that was drilled and sometimes beaten into us. Be a “man” and shut up. It wasn’t
long before I learned to escape into any- and everything that would keep me away from the
noise inside my head, and I did so early and often.That incident happened fifty years ago, and I
still remember it like it happened yesterday. At that moment, a part of my existence, my youth,
my innocence, and my trust in people was stolen. If I can’t trust my own father, then who can I
trust? Not him, and especially not myself.Thankfully, my mom was able to provide some stability
and bright spots throughout my childhood. Not long after the bathroom incident, Mom and I
visited her side of my family in Austria, one of a handful of trips I took as a kid. Our family
predominately lived in a small country town that was quiet and scenic, exactly like you might
imagine Austria, and I loved being there. There was a strong sense of family, and my
grandmother, aunts, uncles, and cousins always treated me well. During those trips, my uncles
taught me to fish, find mushrooms in the woods, and enjoy the outdoors. One of my cousins
spoke English well and helped me learn some German; she was my “big sister.” We always
stayed with my grandmother, a strong woman who worked hard raising kids, tending to her
garden, and cooking meals. The thing I greatly appreciated about my grandmother was her work
ethic and responsibility. She got up every morning and put in the work: garden, animals, and
meals. I truly appreciated it, and I saw it in my mom. You get up and get after it. No
excuses.While I stayed with my grandmother, my chore was to walk up to the dairy farmer with
two milk cans and bring back milk every other day. She warmed the milk on the wood-fired stove
in the kitchen and ate the fat layer that formed on the top while smiling at me. If you wanted eggs
for breakfast, you went out in the yard, found where the chickens had laid your breakfast, and
then brought them in for cooking. I didn’t think much of it back then, but I appreciated the
simplicity and wholesomeness of it all. It was a very different experience than life in
Connecticut.On our return from this trip, my dad picked us up from the airport. While we were
away, he bought this metallic blue 1972 Pontiac Lemans convertible, and I remember the ride
home with the top down. At seven, this was the coolest thing I could imagine. But when we
arrived home, the entire mood shifted. I was immediately sent to my room, and then the fighting
between my parents began. I wasn’t sure what was going on, but it was big. After a few slammed
doors, I heard my dad’s car roar off, and my mom came into my room. She said, “Dad doesn’t
live here anymore. He left us.”Turns out, my dad was having an affair with his secretary and
moved in with her while we were gone. So, now it was just my mom and me. Sometime that fall, I
visited the apartment where my dad was living. I also met his girlfriend on that visit, but I don’t
remember much about the entire day, except I didn’t want anything to do with the woman who
stole my dad.In 1972, separation and divorce weren’t very common. It was just one more failure
on my dad’s part. While my dad often seemed like a monster to me, it hurt that he chose this
other woman over us. I hated her and him for it. What the hell did we do wrong? Why did he
sneak out when we were gone? Buy a new car?That winter, I remember him stopping by on
Christmas Day. He brought me a big present, a nice red fire truck. I opened it, but I wasn’t



excited for it the way every seven-year-old boy at that time would have been. I just wanted my
dad. I wanted Christmas. I wanted a family. I wanted him to love me. He didn’t stay long, and the
fire truck…well, it never got much attention either.The following year, my father’s relationship fell
apart. He ended up losing his job after he tried to fire his secretary and now ex-girlfriend. His
boss told him to leave if he couldn’t handle it. Shortly after his career fell apart, he had a nervous
breakdown. At some point, my parents reconciled, and Dad moved back in. While a part of me
was glad he returned, we never shared much of a father-son relationship.Dad was seeing a
psychiatrist for his breakdown. In my young mind, this looked like total bullshit. I had seen him do
a bunch of really stupid stuff, and then, when it blew up in his face, he couldn’t handle it. Instead
of being accountable, he told everyone he had a nervous breakdown. It all seemed like a giant
cop-out, and I grew to despise people who decided to just check out as soon as they screwed
up. I wanted to do the same, but that wasn’t an option for me.His temper would flare up with me
most often when Mom wasn’t around. It’s almost comical that a 6´6˝ giant of a man had to flex
his muscles on his little kid. The physical stuff didn’t bother me as much as the consistent
distance and lack of acceptance. The biggest thing I remember is that he often told me how
impressive he was and never had much good to say about me. I didn’t see an impressive man,
but he was an expert at making me feel like a piece of crap. Whatever I did, he would tell me
about how he did it better. He was truly a legend in his own mind and left me feeling like I
couldn’t do anything right.My mom was the foundation in our house. While my dad never kept a
job for more than two years, my mom spent her entire career at one company. She cooked the
meals, cleaned the house, and was my rock. Often overprotecting me from an unstable father,
she was my angel. Dad always had an excuse. Mom just got things done. At an early age, it was
clear which model I wanted to emulate.By the time I was eleven, Mom was moving up in her
career. Her job allowed us to move out of Bloomfield and into South Windsor. Life there,
compared to the neighborhoods of my earlier years, was good. We would go skiing in the winter
and had a small boat we hung out on in the summer. It seemed like things relaxed a bit, and I
enjoyed the more frequent tranquility.I started seventh grade in South Windsor and couldn’t have
felt more out of place. Already an insecure mess, I was now the kid from the other side of the
tracks and didn’t feel like I belonged. We weren’t rich or anything, but South Windsor was a
predominately white, middle-class town, and where we had lived in Bloomfield was definitely the
other side of the tracks. It seemed like everyone on our street worked for one of the insurance
companies or big manufacturing companies. I felt like I didn’t belong there, or maybe I felt like I
just didn’t belong.Dad remained a heavy drinker. He escaped his latest woe with a drink, or six,
and celebrated mild success with seven. He was pretty unpredictable when he drank, and I
learned to stay away when he got to that point. As a kid, I’d play with Legos or Erector sets. As I
got older, I turned to records and cars—anything that could distract me from my current
circumstances.I always wanted to work. At an early age, I had a paper route. On Sunday, my
sack of Hartford Courants would be bigger than me. On Thursday nights, I remember having to
go door to door to collect the money for papers. By my fourteenth summer, I worked in the



tobacco fields picking tobacco. A bus would pick me up at the bottom of our street early in the
morning and drop me off in the evening for $2.25 per hour. I would come home so dirty every
evening that I had to drop my clothes in the garage before entering the house.My folks told me
that if I wanted a car when I was sixteen, I would have to buy it myself. So, I worked as much as
possible and saved almost every penny. A car represented some level of freedom, of
escape.Looking back, I can recognize that the idea of escape was always present in my life as a
kid. Eat well during the week but binge on the weekend. Drink away a bad day. Get away for the
weekend. Blame it on someone else. It seemed like we were always running away from the
everyday, and I guess we all were. It wasn’t that we had a bad life; I guess we were all just
looking for or running from that missing piece.By fourteen, I was grabbing for more focused
escapes pretty often. I started drinking and smoking pot regularly. At the time, the drinking age
was eighteen, and I looked old enough, so I became a regular at a local package store. On
Fridays, I would ride my bike, hide it around back, and buy a pint. The older man that owned the
place would ask how the week was, and I would comment about how it’s just a job or tell him that
I needed a second one after an especially hard week. While I may have started early, escape
through alcohol and drugs seemed like a normal right of passage.That was also the year I got
arrested for the first time. I decided to shoplift a fishing lure from the store while my mother was
shopping at the mall. I took the first one and got out of the store without detection. It was so easy
I went back a few more times. It turned out to be one too many because the security guard
stopped me on my way out. Stealing one fishing lure might not have been a big deal, but he
made me empty my bag, and I looked like a professional shoplifter.I met a guy named EJ at the
marina where we had our boat, and he became my cool, tough “uncle.” He was a Vietnam vet,
had tattoos, and drank Crown Royal. He was this big game hunter and fisherman, and he taught
me how to catch big fish in the Atlantic. I became a regular at the marina and often went out
fishing on different boats. I loved being one of the guys on Montauk shark, bluefin tuna, and
other fishing trips. While I was still a kid, these guys treated me well and let me play a big boy
game. That was a great place to be.The outdoors appealed to me. I went to a few wilderness
summer camps. When I was fifteen, my folks let me go backpacking with a group in the White
Mountains of New Hampshire for a few weeks, and I loved being outdoors and with adults. I had
a Greyhound bus ticket home but decided to hitchhike from New Hampshire home to
Connecticut on my own. It was certainly a different time.I bought my first car at fifteen, a 1973
Camaro. It was my prized possession. I had worked hard for it and loved what it represented for
me: freedom.After being introduced to it in the marina parking lot at age sixteen, cocaine quickly
became my drug of choice. Go faster, do more, and be alert! I felt more like myself high on
cocaine than I did without. Drugs seemed to be all around me, and I was always open to trying a
new high if for no other reason than to fit in. So, later that same year, I shot heroin with some
friends. It was a really bad trip, and I woke up in a bed full of my own vomit on New Year’s Day. I
never did that shit again and stayed away from the “hard” drugs.I never much cared about
school. I preferred working on cars and making money. At sixteen, I started my own body shop in



our garage and spent all my time working on cars, fishing, or skiing. I had some good friends,
and when we weren’t working on cars together, we were planning the next party we were going
to.I still managed to graduate high school in 1983 despite my lack of interest and eighty-six
unexcused absences during my senior year. I had a pad with my dad’s name on the top and just
started writing excuses, so I could go to work instead of class. The school finally figured it out
right before graduation, and they weren’t going to let me graduate, but Mom went to the school
to talk it out, and I graduated.
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linda f., “Inspiring true story of tragedy, loss & the healing process coupled with insightful tools/
life hacks. CHASM is the inspirational story of Bob Goulet’s journey from a tragic, life-altering
evening at the age of 20, to flourishing in his 50s, living a consciously constructed life of integrity,
balance, and purpose.Goulet shares his story with unequivocal honesty and vulnerability,
shining light into the darkest recesses of the human psyche and those innermost thoughts we all
have that tell us we are not good enough. In doing this Goulet gives us, the reader, permission to
do the same—to be honest with ourselves so that we may discover, examine, and then move
beyond what’s keeping us from being truly happy.Goulet provides his reader with a way forward
by coupling his stories of challenge and hardship with easy-to-use, science-based tools for
wholeness and emotional well-being—practices he himself used to escape the dark shadows of
self-doubt and self-criticism. CHASM is a story of self-exploration, self-awareness, and,
ultimately, self-love. With grace, wisdom, and forgiveness, Goulet shines by showing us an
example of how we can be more authentically ourselves, and live a life most in line with what is
truly important.”

K. Strong, “A must read for those looking to truly embrace life and its challenges. Chasm is a
heartbreaking yet inspirational read for anyone struggling mentally, physically or emotionally (or
all three). It touches the depths of your soul while giving an actionable plan to help bring
meaning to your own life. Goulet’s personal tragedy draws you in but shows how cathartic being
honest with yourself can be. He also shows the reader that with true self-reflection and work you
can change your life’s trajectory. There’s absolutely no judgment in his words and his advice is
just that, advice. It’s a refreshing read with a plethora of suggestions as to how you can rewrite
your story to live life authentically and fully. I highly recommend whether you are struggling or
just need help to find some clarity.”

Pam, “Inspirational!. This is the prefect book for anyone wanting a second chance in life. Chasm
is an amazing story of how a wrong decision can change a life dramatically and follows the
difficult, but necessary, journey to get back on track. It is truly inspiring to witness how through
dedication to self-awareness and self-help one can find peace.”

Billy Dunn, “Most honest, revealing insights!!!. Amazing unfiltered review of Bob’s life ranging
from horrific tragedy to huge professional success. He provides detailed insights of his journey
and shares ideas based upon his experiences how we can work to be a little better version of
ourself everyday.”

Sydney Carpenter, “"I had never considered that I could be connected to my strength and have a
soft heart ...". A REVIEW WITH LOVE FROM MARILYN CARPENTER: Bob shares that he wrote
this book to his 17-year-old-self - and from that perspective "Chasm" is a ridiculously important



book and message for our youth, as well as those of us walking around in this life empty.I found
myself longing for possibilities - What if there was someone in every young boy and girl's life who
were emotionally traumatized by their parent(s) or family - who could look them in the eyes and
say "That's not what love feels like. You are enough. You are worthy. So choose that. Be
love."Authenticity is a word that gets thrown around easily in many of society's circles, at times
with reckless abandon, but here is a love poem back to you, Bob to tell you - I see you. You did
it!"AUTHENTICITY is having the courage to allow your soul to shine through you in its own
unique way without restriction, without fear ... Our true work is not about achieving, attaining, or
acquiring; it is in surrendering, letting go, and releasing every last particle of self-criticism,
shame, unworthiness - excavating all the misconceptions that block the authentic self from
shining through and finally silencing the voice that has been telling us the biggest lie in existence
- that we are not worthy or lovable exactly as we are." [intuitivekb.com]This is a treasure Bob, a
gift for those who walk before you, with you, and after you - to wake up to our own splendor
without having to get to the end ourselves first!”

Randolph C. Wall, “Remarkable book. This is a remarkable book by a remarkable man. After
experiencing significant challenges to his self-esteem as a boy, he faced devastating
circumstances as a young man. Through grace, grit, intelligence and persistence he found a way
to rise from the ashes of tragedy. He has authored an uplifting autobiography that captures the
courageous, often frightening journey from lost soul to self-actualized human being, overcoming
the shackles of traditional masculinity. This book not only inspires, it offers the reader sage
wisdom on paths to mindful self-exploration and insight. I would recommend this book to
anyone interested in examining their own preconceived notions about what it means to be alive.”

SEB, “MUST READ!. Bob takes you on an amazing journey in his book Chasm. Bob has
courage, tenacity, grit, and brains. Buckle up and get ready for one hell of a ride. A MUST READ!”

The book by Bob Goulet has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 13 people have provided feedback.
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